


 When I walk through the streets of my town, the walls speak to me.  

They tell me the thoughts of others…. I am alert, I look and read in silence.  

I like to stroll around the narrow streets of central neighbourhoods  where 

everything can be heard better, feeling the warmth of the people in the 

cramped pavements.

  There is where the thoughts of others flood the eyes.  The words 

interest me but the colour, the shapes, the pictures and the imagination 

take me directly and with ease to read the thoughts of Julieta.  A festival of 

colours, tiny figures that encompass the magnificent image of a girl.

  In Julieta´s mind, this girl always has her eyes closed.  Undaunted, 

she sometimes lets herself be taken by her friend, the phoenix, and other 

times she is in a deep dream or she takes the hand of a girl to be stopped 

‘cos they’re happy.  Julieta´s girl is like a chameleon.  She can be a fairy 

or a thief, she can be alive or dead.  They are her girls.  The birds surge 

spontaneously out of their hair because their dreams become reality.  They 

dream about the transformation, renovation and evolution that the world 

around them needs.  Their secret.  Julieta´s girls always keep a secret that 

you need to discover.

Belén García Pardo, Crítico de Arte (AVCA)

Especialista en Grafiti y Arte Urbano.
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 Julia Silla (also known as Julieta XLF), born in Valencia in 1982,    Nowadays she continues to experiment and educate herself in different areas that she can 

combine with her main job of mural painting.  In the world of graffiti she is known as Julieta , and this is how she likes to be called. 

I’m a street artist specialized in illustration from Valencia,  Spain.

While she was studying fine arts, she felt specially atracted by installation, sculpture and performance. When she started painting on the streets, with her crew XLF,  

She found that 3rd dimension that was missing for her  on painting.

 She has enjoyed scholarships such as Promoe - PUC Santiago of Chile (2006) and Erasmus - Academy of Fine Arts Palermo, Italy (2004) and her painting 

was selected for an award by XXXV Bancaja Prize of Painting, Sculpture and Digital Art (2008).  Also a piece of her work was acquired by XXI Biennial Painting, Vila 

de Paterna, Valencia (2006). 

 Since 2004, Julieta´s work has been centered around murals in public open spaces in Spain, France, Italy, Portugal, U.K., Chile, Perú, Bolivia, Mexicoand 

Argentinia. Further more, she actively participates in projects,shows,  exhibitions and urban art and graffiti festivals including Distrart, Mes que Murs, Muros Tabacalera, 

Sagra della Street Art,  Bristol Upfest, Latido Americano, Mislatas Representan, Safe Street Art Festival, Intracity, Xekin Festival, Habitat vs Graffiti, FIART Valencia, 

Incubarte, Poliniza UPV and Arte Arde Valencia to name a few.

 She has also worked with museum institutuions for art promotion such as “100% Valencian Cartography” at the Museum of Carmen Centre Valencia in the 

year 2010.  She has executed individual exhibitions such as “Marea” Estudio 64 & Monduber Gallery 2016-2015, “De tripas corazón” Montana shop & gallery 2008, 

Valencia and “Paintings” Centre Social la Canyada (Valencia) 2009. But what stands out the most about this post-graffiti artist is that her latest exhibitions were held 

abroad in the holy grail of graffiti, United States.  I would like to highlight “Above the Radar” Fridge & Art Whino, Washington D.C. (2011); Unearthed Show Crewest 

Gallery, Los Angeles (2010- 2011).

On her works she talks to the  others through the use of colour and the rithm of forms. She imagines and creates from the forms that Nature shows to her and the  

inspiration she finds when she travels, meeting people and different cultures, on the small things of live and on her  mediterranean roots.
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